PRESS RELEASE
For immediate release
MSHS Joins USSA, Bringing “One-Stop-Shop” Service to the Super Yacht Market
Motor-Services Hugo Stamp, Inc. (MSHS) is proud to announce its membership in the US Super Yacht Association
(USSA).
MSHS, a longtime service partner for engine service and overhaul, has joined USSA to present its technical capabilities
to the Super Yacht market. MSHS brings the “one-stop-shop” approach to marine power and propulsion needs,
offering factory trained technicians, OEM parts and design services for automation, and vessel repower.
Providing complete turn-key services to Super Yachts globally, MSHS offers 24/7 support through its network of
service facilities in Norfolk, VA, New Orleans, LA, Seattle, WA and Grand Bahama, Bahamas. The MSHS Group
encompasses over 200 team members, combining engineering, technical and market expertise, tailored to marine and
land-based power applications.
Juergen Boehme, MSHS Vice President of Service, says, "We are very excited to join the USSA and look forward to
supporting USSA and its members in all their marine power needs".
MSHS will be exhibiting in the USSA pavilion at the Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show, October 31 – November
4, 2013, in addition to the main MSHS booth, Engine Tent #1211.
MSHS is committed to ongoing investment in its products and services, ensuring the highest level of support for all
customers. Joining the USSA is a significant step in communicating MSHS support for the Super Yacht market.
About Motor-Services Hugo Stamp, Inc.
Founded in 1983‚ MSHS provides turnkey solutions for the maritime and stationary power industries. Pursuit of
engineering excellence and commitment to customer service has enabled MSHS to establish relationships with
customers worldwide.
MSHS continually meets customers´ requirements through the rapid delivery of solutions‚ and competitive pricing.
MSHS has dynamically established a strategy for continuous reinvestment in resources and infrastructure. This
constant drive for modernization has enabled the company to maintain consistent competitive advantages in the
maritime industry.
For more information, contact:
Motor-Services Hugo Stamp, Inc.
3190 SW 4th Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315 USA
Tel: +1 954 763 3660
Fax: +1 954 763 2872
contact@mshs.com
www.mshs.com
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